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Introduction
Our first book together, ‘On the Other Hand’, contained 100 pairs
of declarer-play deals. The American Bridge Teachers Association
kindly awarded it the 2019 ‘Book of the Year Award’. In this
follow-up, we address defense. As in the first book, the deals in a
matching pair are presented on facing pages. Although the layouts
may look very similar, different techniques are required to defend
each of the two deals. The recommended lines of defense are
followed by a short ‘Understand Why’ synopsis.
Do not move to the next deal until you are happy that you have
completely understood why you needed to defend in the way that
one of us explained. Only then will you be able to tackle with
confidence similar contracts that arise at the table.
The deals are divided into five parts, loosely according to the
difficulty involved. The header page for each part lists the main 18
defensive techniques that will be involved during the twenty pairs
of deals that follow.
We had a great time writing with each other. If you enjoy
reading the book, and perhaps feel good about defeating a few
more contracts thereafter, everyone will be happy!
David and Larry
We are very much indebted to several friends of ours, who
generously offered to check the contents of this book. Many thanks
indeed to Martin Cantor, Simon Cochemé and Dominic Connolly
from the UK, also to Helen Nathan and Alan Templeton from the
USA. Their assistance stretched way beyond the realm of proofchecking, and we were glad to accept many suggestions for
improvement of the text.
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On the
Launchpad

Communications play ♣
Attitude signals
Returning the right card
Rule of Eleven
♦
Continue or switch?
Active or passive?
Count signals
Holding up honors
♥
Counting points
Assisting partner
♠
Unblocking
Reading the opening lead
♣
Preventing ruffs
Trump promotions
Clues from the bidding
♦
Reading deception
Overtaking the lead
Suit-preference signals
5

1A

David’s deal
♠ J 10 6 4 3

♠ 72

♥ KQJ3
♦ 94
♣Q2

♠A
N
♥ 862
♥ 10 9 7 5
E
♦ K Q J 10 2 W
♦ A83
S
♣ 954
♣ KJ763
♠ KQ985
♥ A4
♦ 765
♣ A 10 8
West

North

East

pass

4♠

all pass

South
1♠

West leads the ♦K. Sitting East, what plan do you make for the defense?
South opened the bidding, so it is quite likely that your partner holds
nothing of value outside the diamond suit. To beat the contract, it seems that
you will need one trump trick, two diamonds and one club. At trick one, you
should play a discouraging ♦3. If West switches to a club immediately (there
would be little sense in a heart switch), that will be fine. What if he decides to
play the ♦Q next, despite your signal? You will then play the ♦8 to leave him
on lead. A club switch will surely come then, and that will be one down.
There are two ways that the contract might be let through by poor defense.
The first is that West continues with the ♦J or ♦10 and East feels he has to
win with the ♦A. The wrong hand would then be on lead and no club trick
could be created. A second possibility is that East overtakes with the ♦A at
trick one and returns a diamond. West would then be entitled to assume that
East had begun with a doubleton diamond and was hoping to overruff the
dummy on a third round of the suit.
UNDERSTAND WHY
East should discourage diamonds, despite holding the ♦A. That’s
because he wants a club switch. If West nevertheless thinks it
right to continue with the ♦Q, East must play low to leave him on
lead. With no more diamond tricks available, West will have little
option but a club switch.
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1B

Larry’s deal
♠ KJ943

♠ 72

♥ K Q J 10 2
♦4
♣J2

♠A
N
♥ 86
♥ 9753
E
♦ KQJ983 W
♦ A 10 5 2
S
♣ K95
♣7643
♠ Q 10 8 6 5
♥ A4
♦ 76
♣ A Q 10 8
West

North

East

3♦
pass

4♦
5♠

5♦
all pass

South
1♠
pass

Rightly or wrongly, North advances to 5♠ at the end of a competitive
auction. How will you defend on the East cards when West leads the ♦K?
Unless West holds the ♥A, you will need a club trick to beat the contract.
If declarer holds the ♣AK, that will be too good. Perhaps he holds the ♣AQ,
though. You should overtake the diamond lead with the ace and return a high
club through declarer. He will play low from his hand and partner (yes!) will
produce a handsome ♣K. You will then end with a plus score instead of
going two down, probably doubled, in 5♦.
You would defend in the same way if dummy had two low diamonds. In
that case, your partner’s 3♦ overcall would imply that declarer held only one
card in the suit.
UNDERSTAND WHY
Since you hold only spot-cards in the club suit, it must be right for
you (rather than your partner) to lead this suit. You should
therefore overtake the ♦K lead with your ace and switch to a club.
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2A

Larry’s deal
♠ A J 10 3

♠ 976

♥ 852
♦ K3
♣ KJ654

♥ A J 10 4
♦ J854
♣9

♠ 854

N
W

♥ 973
♦ Q92
♣A832

E
S

♠ KQ2
♥ KQ6
♦ A 10 7 6
♣ Q 10 7

West

North

East

pass
pass

2♣
3NT

pass
all pass

South
1NT
2♦

Sitting East, you win partner’s ♣5 lead with the ace. Which club should you
return?
The standard agreement is to return the original fourth-best from four or
more cards. When you began with three cards, you play back the top of your
remaining doubleton. Here you return the ♣2. West wins declarer’s ♣10 with
the ♣J and continues with the ♣K. He expects you to hold four clubs. If
instead you held only two, there would be little chance of beating the
contract.
West’s ♣K drops declarer’s queen. Is that the end of the matter? No! You
must be awake enough to unblock your ♣8 on this trick. Otherwise your ♣8
would win the fourth round and the defenders would take only four club
tricks. 3NT would be made. When you do correctly unblock, West beats the
contract by scoring two more tricks with his ♣64.
UNDERSTAND WHY
The agreed convention of which card to return in partner’s suit
will often assist the leader with his defense. Here, West hopes that
East began with four clubs rather than two and duly beats the
contract.
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2B

David’s deal
♠ A J 10 3

♠ 976

♥ 82
♦ J 10 3
♣ KJ654

♥ A J 10 4
♦ 8542
♣9

♠ K85

♥ 9753
♦ Q96
♣A82

N
W

E
S

♠ Q42
♥ KQ6
♦ AK7
♣ Q 10 7 3

West

North

East

pass
pass

2♣
3NT

pass
all pass

South
1NT
2♦

On my deal you are West. East wins your ♣5 lead with the ace and returns
the ♣8, the higher of his two remaining cards. Declarer plays the ♣10 and
you must now consider the matter.
The most likely lie of the club suit is that East began with ♣A8x to
declarer’s ♣Q10xx. If you win the second round of clubs, the defenders will
take only three club tricks whatever you do next. The winning defense is to
duck the second round. Declarer will eventually have to take a spade finesse
in his search for nine tricks. When East wins with the ♠K he will return his
last club and you will score three more tricks in that suit. That’s one down!
(If East happened to hold ♣AQ87, he would return the ♣Q at trick 2 to
make sure that the defenders took their full number of tricks from the suit.)
UNDERSTAND WHY
The agreement to return the higher card from two remaining and the
original fourth best from a longer holding is a cornerstone of good
defense. When East returns the ♣8 at trick two, South playing the ♣10,
you can place declarer with ♣Q10xx. To score four club tricks, you
need to duck. If East can win the lead subsequently, he will have a
club left. The defenders will score three more club tricks.
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3A

David’s deal
♠ Q97

♠ 10 4 3

♥ 543
♦ 8732
♣ A93

♥ 10 8 6
♦ A J 10 9 4
♣74
N
W

E
S

♠ 65
♥ AKQJ7
♦ KQ
♣ K 10 6 5

♠ AKJ82
♥ 92
♦ 65
♣ QJ82

West

North

East

pass
all pass

2♥

2♠

South
1♥
4♥

You are sitting East and partner leads the ♠3 against the heart game. Declarer
plays the ♠9 from dummy. How will you defend?
You win with the ♠J and continue with the ♠A, your partner playing the ♠4.
Since West would not have led the ♠3 from ♠43, you know that he holds the
♠10 and declarer is now out of the suit. It is clear to switch to clubs and you
should choose the ♣Q for this purpose.
Declarer is not enamored by the appearance of this card. Without much
hope, he places his ♣K on the table. The defenders duly score two club tricks
and the game is one down. If you had mistakenly played another high spade at
trick three, declarer would have ruffed, drawn trumps and discarded three clubs
on dummy’s surplus diamond winners.
It was not relevant here, but West had a choice of spot-cards to play on the
second round of spades. On another layout, he could have indicated whether he
wanted a diamond or a club, by giving a suit-preference signal with his second
card in spades.
UNDERSTAND WHY
Sitting East, you can tell the lie of the spades when West’s first two
cards are low, then high. With no further spade tricks available, a
club switch was clear. By switching to one of your touching honors,
you prevented any risk of declarer playing the ♣10 to force West’s
ace.
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3B

Larry’s deal
♠ Q97

♠ 10 4

♥ Q4
♦ 8732
♣ 10 9 6 5 3

♥ 10 8 6
♦ A J 10 9 4
♣74
N
W

E
S

♠ 653
♥ AKJ753
♦ KQ
♣AK

♠ AKJ82
♥ 92
♦ 65
♣ QJ82

West

North

East

pass
all pass

2♥

2♠

South
1♥
4♥

Don’t get up, you can stay in the East seat. On my deal, your partner leads
the ♠10 against 4♥ and a low card is played from dummy. Since the ♠9 is on
display, you know that West has at most two spades. You overtake with the
♠J and then play the ♠A, all following. You continue with the ♠K, knowing
from partner’s carding that this will stand up. West throws the ♣3. Three
defensive tricks are before you. How will you seek a fourth trick?
Because partner has discouraged in clubs, your best chance is to play a
fourth round of spades. Dummy is now out of spades but the fourth spade
will promote a trump trick for West if he holds ♥Qx or ♥Jxx. As you see, it
will make no difference what declarer does on this trick. He can prevent
West from ruffing with the ♥Q only by ruffing with the ♥A or ♥K. Your
partner’s ♥Q would then be promoted anyway. Doubtless declarer will
discard from his hand, hoping that you hold the ♥Q. Your partner will ruff
with the ♥Q in front of the dummy, and that’s down one.
UNDERSTAND WHY
It’s a familiar idea to lead from a suit headed by the AK, relying on
partner’s signal to tell you whether he has a doubleton or three
cards. The situation is similar when partner leads towards your AK
suit. You can tell his count by whether he plays low-high or high-low.
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On the Other Hand
Bridge Cardplay Explained
978-1-77140-196-8
David Bird and Larry Cohen

In this book, winner of the 2019 American Bridge Teachers’ Association book of
the year award, two of bridge’s best authors examine aspects of declarer play
in a unique way.
100 pairs of deals are shown — one described by David and the other by Larry.
The deals look similar but an entirely different line of play is necessary to make
each of the contracts. Only by clearly understanding the techniques involved
will you be able to tackle such deals when you encounter them at the table.

INTERMEDIATE

A unique way to study defense
In their previous book together, On the Other Hand, David Bird and
Larry Cohen presented cardplay instruction in a novel way. 100 pairs of
deals were shown — one described by David and the other by Larry. The
deals looked similar (in some cases very similar) but an entirely different
line of play was necessary to make each of the contracts. The book was
well received and won the American Bridge Teachers’ Association ‘Book
of the Year’ award.
This follow-up volume uses exactly the same approach, but addresses
defense rather than declarer play. Only by clearly understanding the
defensive techniques involved will you be able to defeat such contracts
when you encounter them at the table.

DAVID BIRD has written 138 bridge books, a record, and
is an eight-time winner of the American Bridge Teachers’
Association ‘Book of the Year’. His humorous stories,
featuring the cantankerous Abbot and the monks of St Titus,
have appeared for over forty years in Bridge Magazine.

Larry Cohen had a glittering record as a player (with
dozens of wins in national and international events) before
switching to teaching and writing about the game. He has
written award-winning books and bridge software/videos
and now teaches around the USA and on many bridge
cruises worldwide.
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